Golvo

The complete
mobile lift
Based on a world-patented lifting principle,
Golvo is unique in terms of flexibility and versatility.

Mechanical emergency lowering
Patented emergency-lowering function for quick
and easy lowering.

Handcontrol
Easy-to-use handcontrol
with magnetic mount.

Built-in charger
The built-in charger always stays in place on
the lift. Simply charge the batteries by plugging
the charger cable into a wall socket.

Electrical emergency lowering and raising
In the event that the handcontrol for some reason stops working.
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Vertical lifting
The easiest and most space
efficient lifting motion.

Flexible lift strap
Adapt the lift to suit the person
being lifted.

Slingbar with safety latch
Prevents the slingbar from unhooking unintentionally, and makes the lift safe and secure.

Aluminium

Retractable arm rests

Aluminium is the right choice of material from an

For both the patient and the caregiver

environmental point of view and also ensures good

– added reassurance.

quality, design and a light weight, user-friendly lift.

Parallel base-width adjustment
Golvo’s base can be widened and narrowed with the
unique parallel adjustment, enabling access around
beds or wide chairs etc.
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In your situation
The ”chameleon”
of patient lifts
Unique in design and function, Golvo has
been developed with an insight into the great
variety of lifting needs that arise in the care
and healthcare sectors. Golvo’s flexibility and
versatility, together with Liko’s comprehensive
range of functional slings and accessories,
make it the ideal lift for most situations.
Safety and rehabilitation
Together with Liko MasterVest or Liko Lift Pants,
Golvo offers a popular means of risk-free gait training.
Armrests give support and reassurance.
MasterVest can also be used for visits to the toilet.

Lifting children
Golvo’s wide lifting range and versatility make it the
ideal aid for lifting and stimulating children and young
people. It can lift to high tables and lower right down
to the floor. A wide range of lifting accessories specially
adapted for children are available.

Parallel base-width adjustment
Golvo’s unique base can be widened and narrowed with
the unique parallel adjustment. This allows the patient
to be lifted into a wheelchair from the perpendicular and
still achieve the correct sitting position.

Lift with ease from the floor
Lifting a patient from the floor is surprisingly easy.
The open base provides plenty of room, and the flexible
slingbar suspension with one strap enables you to adapt
the lift to suit each patient. The Liko Original High Back
Sling gives the patient the best support.
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Life is fantastic!

Everyone should be given the right to live life

in the best way possible
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Easy getting to the toilet
When the
need arises
Lifting in the toilet area is often difficult and
challenging. Golvo is versatile, even in
hygiene areas where space is limited. There
are slings for every situation. As always, the
most appropriate sling is selected on the basis
of the patient’s condition and clothing.
With Liko Original Sling (Mod. 10)
Often, toileting can be managed easily with one of Liko’s
basic sling models, e.g., Original or Universal.
The patient can be transferred to the toilet with a mobile
hygiene chair.

With Liko Hygiene Sling (Mod. 40, 45)
Patients with good upper body strength can use Liko
Hygiene Sling. Liko Hygiene Sling has a generous opening around the bottom that facilitates undressing during
the lift.

With Liko Hygiene Vest (Mod. 50, 55)
Liko’s unique Hygiene Vest solves most toileting problems. It provides unique advantages in terms of reassurance to both patient and caregiver. Many patients
appreciate its stable, upright sitting position.
Hygiene Vests are available with head supports.

Liko MasterVest (Mod. 60, 64)
Golvo’s high lifting height makes it possible to raise a
patient to the standing position. This facilitates undressing and dressing whilst toiletting. Anyone capable of
supporting their weight while standing can be lifted to a
standing position with Golvo and Liko MasterVest.
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Respect and
integrity
are important
when you are lifting
another
human being
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Liko OctoStretch

Safe, secure lifts

require more than just technology

Stretcher with Stretch Leveller
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LikoScale with Quick-release adapter

Liko Stretchers
Rely on Golvo in
every situation
Lifting a person from a supine or prone position places
high demands on the lift and lifting accessories. Golvo’s
stability is reassuring. The lift is achieved safely and
securely, mainly due to the unique parallel adjustment,
plus the lifting motion is vertical, keeping the centre of
gravity in the middle of the lift. Many lifting accessories
are available for Golvo and the special needs of the
acute ward. For example:
Liko OctoStretch
OctoStretch, pictured here with a full lifting sheet, is an easy-touse and much-appreciated aid in operating theatres and intensive-care units. Several types of lifting sheets are available for
OctoStretch.

LikoStretch 600 IC

LikoStretch 600 IC

A horizontal lift for the most difficult and delicate patients.
The lift strap is passed in under the patient with a pliable spatula,
avoiding the need to turn the patient. Liko’s unique strap-lock
secures the patient in place, so there is no need to alter his or her
position during lifting.
LikoStretch 600 IC with full sheet 1800 is appropriate for lifting
and transferring patients who can be turned on their side.

LikoScale
A user-friendly scale is available as an optional accessory for
use with Liko’s lifts. Weighing patients in the lift is practical and
convenient. The patient sits comfortably in the sling whilst the
caregiver reads the weight, clearly visible on a display at eye level.
Mounted with the quick-release adapter, the scale can be easily
moved when necessary.

LikoStretch 600 IC with full sheet 1800

Liko Stretch Leveller
With the Stretch Leveller mounted on the horizontal lift, the
balance can be adjusted quickly and easy, avoiding tipping of the
patient.

FlexoStretch
Designed for the heaviest lifting situations with the patient in a
horizontal position. Lift sheet or lift straps are optional accessories. A Stretch Leveller is part of FlexoStretch.
FlexoStretch
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Down to the smallest detail
Golvo is the most versatile mobile lift on the market.
Together with Liko’s lift accessories, Golvo is ideal in most lifting situations.

The mobile overhead lift

Vertical lifting motion

Parallel base-width adjustment

Golvo is using the principles of

Gives maximum stability, since the

Golvo’s base width has a unique

an overhead lift.

centre of gravity is always directly

parallel adjustment. This facilitates

This gives unique flexibility.

in the middle of the lift.

access in many different lifting
environments, to and from the bed,
toilet, x-ray table, etc.

Adjustable lifting range

Armrests

When lifting from the floor, the

The retractable armrests give reas-

Mechanical emergency
lowering

slingbar can be altered to the

surance and stability for the user

Patented emergency-lowering

desired level.

when gait training, toileting etc.

function for quick, trouble-free

Golvo can reach all the way.

lowering.

Smart
accessories
Quick-release hook and Q-link
Liko has developed a system that enables
quick and easy exchange of lifting accessories - without the need for
tools. Change from a slingbar to a stretcher, or connect a scale in one
simple operation. Pictured, LikoScale with quick-release hook TDM
and Q-link on the lift strap.
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Extra charger station
With a wall-mounted charger station and an extra battery, reserve
power is always available.

Intelligent
electronics
Handcontrol
Two speeds for even control and
base width adjustment.

The batteries and charger are

Electrical emergency
lowering and raising

contained in the one control box

If the handcontrol for some reason

attached to the lift. Just plug the

stops working, Golvo can be oper-

charger cable into a wall socket.

ated directly from the control box.

Overcharge limiter terminates

The raising function allows you to

charging when the batteries are

make urgent lifts.

Built-in charger

fully charged.

Electrical emergency stop

Display for charge status

Cut the power supply quickly by

A clear audible and visual indica-

simply pressing a button.

tion on the display tells you when
the batteries need to be charged.

Technical data
Lifting capacity:

200 kg

Lifting speed:

Two speeds; 4.8 cm/s
and 3.2 cm/s, respectively, without load

Batteries:

2 x 12V 2.9 Ah geltype batteries (valve
regulated, sealed,
lead accumulator)

Battery charger:

Safety latch

Colours and sizes

A simple, ingenious device

Colour coded sling size chart

that prevents the sling from

added to co-ordinate with the

unhooking unintentionally.

Liko range of slings.

Built-in charger for
110-230 V, ~50-60 Hz,
max 400 mA

Material:

Anodized aluminium

Golvo 7000 ES/7007 ES is a Class 1
medical-technical product that complies
with the medical-technical directive

Sit-to-stand
Sit-to-stand accessories can be
mounted on Golvo without getting in the way during normal
lifts. Easy installation; no tools
required.

MDD 93/42/EEC and the requirements
of EN ISO 60601-1.
Made in Sweden

Lifting accessories
Together with Liko’s comprehensive range
of accessories, Golvo offers solutions to
virtually all lifting problems in the care
sector. Contact your Liko representative or
visit www.liko.com for further information
and advice.
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www.liko.com

For nearly 25 years, Liko has specialized successfully in the design and manufacture of safe,
easy-to-use assistive devices for lifting and transferring physically disabled persons.

.

Our products include mobile and stationary lifts, slings and accessories.

Our specialization enables us to remain at the forefront of development. We gather knowledge and

Liko is a Swedish company and a market leader in the Nordic region. The company is represented by its
own subsidiaries and agents in more than 30 countries worldwide.
Liko provides complete product service via its own service staff and service partners.
Please feel free to contact us for advice and support.
Liko is quality certified according to ISO 9001 and environment certified according to ISO 14001.

Lifts with care
w w w.l i k o.c o m
Manufactured by

Liko Distributor in UK:

National Distributor in USA and Canada

Liko AB

Liko (UK) Ltd • Brunel Centre

Liko Inc

Nedre vägen 100

Stroudwater Business Park, Stonehouse,

842 Upper Union Street, Suite 4

SE-975 92 Luleå, Sweden

Gloucester, GL10 3RU

Franklin, Ma 02038, USA

info@liko.se

Tel: +44 (0)1453 827272

Phone 508-553-3993, 1-888-545-6671

Fax: +44 (0)1453 828844

Fax 508-528-6642

info@liko.co.uk

info@likoinc.com
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experience in the healthcare sector and apply it in the development of our products and methods.

